Assessment of clotting factor concentrates--pivotal studies and long-term requirements.
Assessment of quality in terms of safety and efficacy of clotting factor concentrates (CFCs) is very important for all new therapeutic products. In rare diseases this is often complicated due to small number of trial participants. In hemophilia, an extra complication is the large impact previous treatments have on both the risk on inhibitors and the overall response to bleedings. For new CFCs, safety needs to be evaluated against inhibitor risk whereas efficacy is primarily judged against the most common clinical manifestations of the disease, namely, bleeding into joints and muscles. In this article the challenges are described for hemophilia that recruits patients globally. Recommendations of ISTH are discussed; these propose to substitute the single-arm prelicensure study with a two-stage approach, which considers epidemic and endemic incidence rate, and might increase the feasibility of studying multiple new products in populations with rare disease without compromising the assessment of product safety and efficacy. We also suggest that the annual bleeding rate (ABR) is an unreliable predictor of efficacy. The response to treatment highly depends on the current disease status of every patient participating in a clinical trial. The phenotype of patients with hemophilia is highly influenced by previous treatment history. Patients with severe hemophilia of the same age can demonstrate a different response to treatment.